
Legacy MonoPod
Setup Guide



MonoPod Hardware Kit Contents

HDMI & MultiPort Cords

Monitor Visor

External Camera Battery

Monitor Battery Charger

Camera

Monitor Battery

LCD MonitorCharging Cables

Camera Remote



Step 1: 

Remove MonoPod Tower from Travel Bag

Stand MonoPod vertically on ground.



Step 2: 
Remove Camera from Hardware Kit and insert the 
MonoPod’s base plate mounting screw into the 
threaded receiver on the bottom of the camera. 
Tighten securely.

*2nd Picture* Also shows a closer glimpse 
of how camera will attach to MonoPod

Looking at the rear of the camera, locate the integrated 
camera screen on the left side of the camera. Flip the 
camera screen open to 90 degrees to power on the 
camera. Open the the connections cover on the side of the 
camera body to reveal Micro HDMI port.



Step 3:
Attach HDMI & MultiPort Cords’ Carabiner to 
Monopod’s red tension relief harness

On the right side of the camera, remove the USB charging 
plug from its sheath on the camera retention strap.



Step 4: 
CAREFULLY plug In MultiPort & Micro HDMI cords

*FRAGILE PLUG-IN* On the right side of the camera 
toward the back, open the flap to expose the MultiPort
plugin port. The MultiPort cord, has yellow tag attached to 
it. Plug the MultiPort cord into the MultiPort plugin port.

*FRAGILE PLUG-IN* Take HMDI cord w/ Micro-HDMI 
converter and route it over the top of the camera for 
increased slack. The Micro HDMI plug is inserted into the 
port we uncovered earlier on the LEFT SIDE of the camera.



Step 5:
Plug the USB Charging plug into the Sideline Power 
External Battery and let it hang freely.



Step 6: 

Monitor Attachment Plate

On the MonoPod Tower, find the Monitor Attachment Plate. Insert 
the plate’s mounting screw into the threaded receiver on the bottom 
of the monitor. Tighten securely.

Monitor 
Mounting 
Screw

Remove the Monitor and 
Monitor Battery from the 
Hardware Kit. Attach the 
Monitor battery to the back 
side of the Monitor as shown 
to the right.



Step 7: 
Locate the quick release levers for the mast locks. 
Starting with the top mast section, open the quick 
release lever and raise the mast section.

*Recommended* only raise top mast section half way.

Once a mast section is raised to the desired 
height, close the quick release lever, locking the 
mast lock and securing the mast section in place.

Continue this process until all mast sections have 
been extended and MonoPod is at desired height.



Step 8:

After the mast has been extended to the desired height, 
insert the HDMI plug into the monitor’s ‘HDMI IN’ port



Step 9: 
Press and release the on off button to power on 
the monitor. If desired, attach the Monitor Sun 
Visor.

Consider wrapping Camera Controller cord 
around monitor arm for location convenience



Step 10:
Test camera functionality with the remote and 
make sure everything is operating correctly.
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If you have any issues or questions, contact our 
service department at 800.496.4290 ext. 803. 
Or email support@sidelinepower.com


